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Access in action
Interesting reference
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What's the deal with the prices?

Broman K, Speed T, Tigges M (1996) Estimation of antigen-
responsive T cell frequencies in PBMC from human subjects.
J Immunol Meth 198:119–132

$39.95

Broman KW, Weber JL (1999) Method for constructing confidently
ordered linkage maps. Genet Epidemiol 16:337–343

$35.00

Broman KW, Feingold E (2004) SNPs made routine. Nat Methods
1:104–105

$18.00

Broman KW (2005) Mapping expression in randomized rodent
genomes. Nat Genet 37:209–210

$18.00
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Access in action
There's also PubMed
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Another example
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Twitter is useful
(for venting)
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Twitter is useful
(for venting and more)
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Twitter is useful

#icanhazpdf
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It's all about money
(Costs in scientific publishing)

▶ Research
▶ Writing
▶ Peer review, editorial oversight
▶ Journal administration
▶ Copy editing, typesetting
▶ Distribution

▶ Profit
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It's not about

▶ Peer review
▶ Predatory publishing
▶ Impact factors
▶ Evaluating researchers

(for grants & promotions)

Well, it sort of is…
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Paying for it

▶ Traditional approach
– subscriptions
– page charges

▶ Open access
– bigger page charges
– submission charges?

▶ Endowments

▶ Direct grants to journals
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Invoice
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Invoice
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Choices for young investigators

▶ Pay for open access
▶ Support young open access journals



▶ Let subscribers pay & do more experiments
▶ Continue to go after Science, Nature, & Cell
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What can we do?

▶ Send our best work to open access journals

▶ Support junior faculty to keep their papers open

▶ Pay attention to the quality of the work
(not the impact factor of the journal)

▶ Raise endowments for trusted journals

▶ Reform copyright law
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